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WHAT IS CLAIMED IS: 

!•   A gap measuring metftod 

shifting a wavelengjth o[f 

predetermined wavelengtli 

measuring a gap; 

taking an image of 

generated owing to a gaji 

the used light with the 

correspondingly to each 

obtaining a change 

the interference fringes 

predetermined positions 

predetermined wavelength 

determining gap 

gap based on the obtained 

values 

2 o   A gap measuring methjod 

said step of determining 

obtaining a theoret 

images, over said 

correspondingly to each 

determining the gap 

on the change in the int^ns 

image taken by the camerk and 

- 38 

comprising 

light 

to use 

step 

the steps of: 

sl|bpwise within a 

the light for 

wavel< ngth 

si ifted 

an interferenc 

provided in 

shifted 

of the 

in the intensi 

taken by saic 

of each image 

railge; and 

of a plura 

changes in t|he 

to according 

a gpp value i 

Lcal= change in 

predetermined wavelength 

Df preliminarily 

valiie 

ity 

fringe, which is 

measured object and 

^ by a camera 

wavelength; 

y of the images of 

camera at each of 

over said 

ity of points of the 

density. 

claim 1, wherein 

i|[icludes the steps of; 

the intensity of the 

range, 

set gap values; and 

of said measured object based 

of the ttixed position of each 

the obtaltned theoretical 
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changes in the intensity. 

3. A gap measuring method according 

said step of determining a gap value 

obtaining a plurality of peaks ii 

intensity of the images'! over the pre 

i ^ range; and calculating gap values of 

of the measured object based on a 

respectively corresponding t:o the pea 

4.   A gap measuring method according   o claim 1, wherein 

utilizing light said interference fringe is 

transmitted by said measured 

obtained 

object. 

o claim 1, wherein 

includes the steps of: 

said change in the 

determined wavelength 

plurality of points 

pluljtality of wavelengths 

by 

5.   A gap measuring method according to claim 1^ wherein 

said interference fringd is; 

reflected from said meas.ure4 

6.   A gap measuring meth'od ^ ^cording lab claim 1, wherein 

said shifted wavelength Lf t 

shifting a wavelength ofj light emitteq 

to said measured objects! 

obtained ty utilizing light 

object. 

7.   A gap measuring method according tp claim 1, wherein 

:! i 
said shifted wavelength of the used light is obtained by 

1 -i 

tie used l:^ght is obtained by 

from a light source 
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providing a filter, which ij^ adapted 

a certain wavelength of} ligjht to the 

8.   A gap measuring method 

said change in the dens ̂ .ty 

corrected in consideratkon 

9.   A gap measuring method 

the said image consists 

the gap value for each of tie pixels. 

of 

according 

i>f images 

>f variabl 

according to claim 1^ wherein 

^ pluralit{|/ of pixels, to measure 

I 
measuring gap values o 

one of which has a flat 

according to claim 1; and 
1 

determining a shape of 
j 

said gap, based on the meas 

11.   A gap measuring appara|:us comprifeing; 

a wavelength variatile ; ight sour<: 

wavelength of light stepwis u within a 

and applying the light irLth the shifted 

light transmissible obj^jct that is to 

provided with a gap; 

- 40 - 

to selectively transmit 

side of said camera. 

10.    A shape measuring meth )d comprislLng the steps of: 

a gap bejtween a pair of members, 

surface, by t||ie gap measuring method 

to claim 1, wherein 

taken by the camera, is 

5 factors. 

the other 

ired gap V a 

member constituting 

lues. 

e for shifting a 

predetermined range 

wavelength onto a 

be measured and is 
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transmitted 

ste^ 

a camera for taking an 

formed by the light 

correspondingly to each 

an image memory fof s 

camera; and 

means for obtaining a 

. I 
images taken by said camera 

positions of each image 

range; and means for 

of points of the gap based 

intensity. 

image of 

by 

of the 

taring imag 

ove r 

determ Ln 

- 41 

cjjhange in 

at each 

said 

ing gap 

fen the 

an interference fringe 

sa,id object, 

shifted wavelength; 

ss taken by said 

12.   A gap measuring apparatus comprising: 

a white light source fcr applying white light onto a 

light transmissible object |hat is to 

provided with a gap; 

a filter for shifting. 

the intensity of the 

of predetermined 

wavelength 

y-alues of a plurality 

changes in the 

predetermined 

obtained 

stepwise, 

light transmitted by said mesasured oblject within a 

predetermined wavelength range to sentji the light with the 

shifted wavelength to said camera; 

a camera for taking an image of ah interference fringe 

formed by said light transmitted by the filter. 

correspondingly to each 

an image memory for 

, camera; 

stej of the sliifted wavelength; 

storing images taken by said 

be measured and is 

a wavelength of the 
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means for obtaining a ibhange in 

images taken by said camera^ at each 

positions of each image| ovelt said 

range; and means for determj^ning gap 

of points of the gap ba'ked |t)n the 

intensity. 

13.   A gap measuring apipara :us compris 

a wavelength variable light sour 

wavelength of light ste|3wisfe within a 

and emitting the light irith| the shiftled 

a camera for taking an image of 

of light; 

optical means for Glirelting the 

:)bject 

id by said 

light source to a measuted 

directing the light reflect 

said camera; 

an image memory foi st( ring i 

fringes formed by the light 

the intensity of the 

of predetermined 

determined wavelength 
] 
values of a plurality 

changes in the obtained 

taken by said camera; alid 

means for obtaininj a cjjhange in 

ale at each images taken by said camera 

positions of each image ove:' said 
ii 

means for determining gap v.ilues of a 

the gap based on the obtains id changes 

mg: 

:e for shifting a 

j predetermined range 

wavelength; 

an interference fringe 

from said 

Light emitted from said 
I 

projvided with a gap and 

measured object to 

imagfes of interference 

optical means and 

":he intensity of the 

bf predetermined 

etermined range; and 

plurality of points of 

in the intensity. 

i: 
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apparaiius 14.   A gap measuring 

a white light source 

a camera for takin4 an 

of light; 

optical means for 

light source to a measuted 

directing the light refiec 

said camera; 

a filter for shifting^ 

light from said optical 

to send the light with the 

camera; 

an image memory foi s 

fringes formed by the light 

taken by said camera; and 

means for obtaining a 

comprising: 

f^r emitting white light; 

image of an interference fringe 

ireiiting the 

)bject 

by said t sd 

meajls 

stepwise,'a wavelength of the 

within a predetermined range 

shifted wavelength to said 

images taken by said camera 

positions of each image oveJt: 

range; and means for determ 

of points of the gap baled 

intensity. 

15. A gap measuring ap^araj^us accordflng 

wherein said means for 

43 - 

light emitted from said 

pro|yided with a gap and 

;measured object to 

taring iraag 

from sail 

^hange in 

at each 

said 

ning gap 

>n the 

dete mining a 

I 
as of interference 

optical means and 

the intensity of the 

of predetermined 

wavelength 

values of a plurality 

changes in the 

predetermined 

obtained 

to claim 11, 

gap value includes: 
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a reference data 

theoretical, change in t 

predetermined range, 

preliminarily set gap 

gap value comparis 

determining gap values 

on the changes in the i 

theoretical changes in 

he 

k 44 - 

memory for storing data representing a 

intensity cf the images, over said 

to each of 

and 

6n atid determination means for 

of points of gap based 

corres iDondingly 

values 

of a 

intensity of thie images and the 

i:he| intensity. 

16-   A gap measuring 

wherein said means for 

means for obtaininql! 

in the intensity of the 

wavelength range; and 

plurality of points of 

wavelengths respectively 

ap|jarat.us according 

correctioi) fot 

17.   A gap measuring apg^aratjus according 

further comprises 

in the intensity of the 

consideration of variabl 

18.   A shape measuring 

a wavelength variable l|.ght 

wavelength of light stepVxse 

plurality 

^determining thje 

a plurality 

images, over 

m^ans for 

ti-he dap based 

coiresponding 

to claim 11, 

gap values includes: 

f peaks in said change 

the predetermined 

gap values of a 

pn a plurality of 

to the peaks. 

calculating 

a 

means 

imades taken 

,e factors, 

apparatus compjrising 

to claim 11, which 

correcting the change 

fey the camera, in 

sourcje for shifting a 

within a predetermined range 
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ec : 

and   irradiating the lijjht 

a light transmissible ol^j 

a light transmissible 

flat surface and is oppl^sit 

intervention of a gap; 

a camera for taking an 

formed by the light witli 

by said object and said 

/ith the 

that is 

{klate-like 

sly placed 

to each step of the shii'ted 

an image memory foi' 

camera; 

means for obtaininr a 

images taken by said caiaera 

positions of each image 

for determining gap valines 

gap based on the obtained 

gap-value-to-shape 

shape of said object bailed 

19.   A shape measuring dppaifatus 

a white light sourqe fofr 

light transmissible object 

a light transmissiljlle |l|lat 

flat surface and is opposxt 

intervention of a gap; 

th 5 

ove 

image of 

shifted 

plate-like 

storing imagbs taken by said 

convers 

- 45 - 

shifted wavelength onto 

to be measured; 

element which has a 

to said object with 

in interference fringe 

wavelength transmitted 

eljement, correspondingly 

wavelength 

change in :he intensity of the 

at each predetermined 

said predetermined range; means 

f a plurality of points of the 

changes in bhe intensity; and 

ion means for determining a 

0n the determined gap values. 

comprising: 

emittin(f white light onto a 

be measured; 

element which has a 

to said object with 

i{hat is to 

e-like 

t^ly placed 
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a filter for shifting, 

light transmitted by the ob 

within a predetermined rang 

shifted wavelength to said 

a camera for taking an 

45 - 

stepwise^ 

Ject and t 

to send 

araera; 

formed by said light trii 

correspondingly to each 

an image memory for 

camera; 

means for obtaining 

images taken by said caiiiera, 

positions of each image 

nsm; 

ste 

image of an interference fringe 

tted by said filter, 

of the snifted wavelength; 

a c 

wavelength of the 

le plate-like element 

:he light with the 

stotring images taken by said 

oveiH said pre 

shape of said object bas ed c 

apparatu 20.   A shape measuring 

a wavelength variable 1 

wavelength of light stepwisej 

and emitting the light with 

object to be measured; 

a light transmissible p 

flat surface and is opposite 

riange in 1 he intensity of the 

at each ff predetermined 

etermined wavelength 

range; means for determininc gap values of a plurality of 

points of the gap based ion tjhe obtained changes in the 

intens ity; and 

gap-value-to-shape bonvfersion meajns for determining a 

a the determined gap values. 

s compi ismg: 

ght sourcje for shifting a 

within a predetermined range 

the shifted wavelength onto an 

ate-like 

.y placed 

Blement which has a 

to said object with 
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|4 

m 

t:) 

obj 

intervention of a gap; 

a camera for taking an 

of light; 

optical means for 

light source to an objefct 

light reflected by saidi 

to said camera; 

an image memory fojjr 

fringes formed by the I'ight 

taken by said camera; 

means for obtaining a 

images taken by said caijriera 

positions of each image 

directing 

- 47 - 

the 

be 

feet and 

storing 

points of the gap based on 

intensity; and 

gap-value-to-shape con\iifersion 

shape of said object ba^ed d>n the 

fdr 

ur^iid 

21.   A shape measuring a 

a white light source 

object that is to be meas 

a light transmissilflle j^late-like 

flat surface and is opp|sit^ly placed 

intervention of a gap; 

ove : 

image of an interference fringe 

(jjhange in the intensity of the 

at each of predetermined 

said predetermined wavelength 

range; means for determ|.nin|[ gap valultes of a plurality of 

the obtained changes in the 

Light emitted from said 

measijred and directing the 

salid plate-like element 

images of interference 

from saic^ optical means and 

me ans 

determined 

for determining a 

gap values. 

ppajf-atus compjrising: 

emitting white light onto an 

element which has a 

to said object with 
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O D 

a camera for taking 

of light; 

optical means for 

light source to the obj 

by said object and said 

a filter for shift: 

transmitted from said 

range to send the light 

camera; 

an image memory fo]| 

fringes formed by the 1 

said camera; 

means for obtainincj 

images taken by said 

positions of each image 

range; means for 

points of the gap based 

intensity; and 

gap-value-to-shape 

shape of said object ba 

directing 

element 

c^irecting the 

Bct and 

pla-pe-like 

ng, [stepwise, 

ticai means 

witlji the shi 

camera 

over 

determining 

on 

an 

h 48 - 

image of 

s 

ght 

toring 

cleteiinining a 

22. A shape measuring ^ppajj-atus accoprding to claim 18, 

wherein said means for 

a reference data 

theoretical change in tljie iritens 

memory 

an interference fringe 

Light emitted from said 

the light reflected 

to said camera; 

wavelength of light 

wiithin a predetermined 

hififted wavelength to said 

images of interference 

from saici filter and taken by 

qhange in 

at each 

said 

gap 

the obtain 

con\;jersion 

led c^n the det 

:he intensity of the 

3f predetermined 

wavelength 

of a plurality of 

2d changes in the 

predetermined 

valuBS 

means for determining a 

^rmined gap values. 

jap value includes: 

for storing data representing a 

ity or the images, over said 
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predetermined range^ correspondingly to each of 

preliminarily set gap vflue4; and 

gap value compari5c|n ar^d determihation 

determining gap values 

based on the changes in 

theoretical changes in the intensity 

of a plurality 

intensity of 

23.   A shape measuring ippaiatus 

wherein said means for (ieteimining 

means for obtaining a pjlurality 

in the intensity of the | images 

wavelength range; and m$ans 

plurality of the gap bailed <^n a plurajlity 

respectively corresponding t^o the peaks 

24.   A shape measuring ^ppaifatus according 

which further comprises 

change in the intensity 

in consideration of variable: 

25.   A manufacturing metthod 

which a gap between two 

crystal and sealed^ whe]^ 

points of the gap is 

measuring apparatus accdrdirig to claim 

of t he 

em 

mecisured 

means for 

of points of the gap 

the images and the 

according to claim 18^ 

the gap values includes: 

of peaks in said change 

the predetermined 

calculating gap values of a 

of wavelengths 

, over 

for 

a 

the 

corifection me 

images 

factors. 

for a liqp 

substrates is 

gap valuefe 

by utilkz 

to claim 18, 

ans for correcting the 

taken by the camera. 

id crystal device, in 

filled with liquid 

of a plurality of 

ing said gap 

11, and wherein 
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liquid crystal is injected into said 

are within a prescribed] ranfie 

26. A gap measuring a 

wherein said means for 

a reference data 

theoretical change in t 

predetermined range, co 

preliminarily set gap 

gap value comparis 

determining gap values 

on the changes in the i 

theoretical changes in 

p|>ara^us accordiing to claim 12, 

gap value includes: 

Lng data representing a 

f the images, over said 

to each of 

iete::mining a 

m(imor^ 

le 

for stor 

iiitensity o 

:res])ondingly 

v^luG$; and 

4n arjd determination means for 

f a pluralityl of points of gap based 

ij[iten^ity the ijreiages and the 

he intensity. 

CO j f r e s J londingly 

27*   A gap measuring 

wherein said means for 

a reference data 

theoretical change in 

predetermined range, 

preliminarily set gap v^llueg 

gap value comparisc^b an|d 

determining gap values 

on the changes in the i 

theoretical changes in 

cif a 

(ietej:mining a 

gap when the gap values 

ap]i)aratus according to claim 13, 

gap value includes: 

m€;mory for storing data representing a 

tlie intensity o f the images, over said 

to each of 

; and 

determii[iation means for 

plurality of points of gap based 

intensity the images and the 

l|he intensity. 
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accorcjLng 

for storing 

intensity c 

CO crespondingly 

28•   A gap measuring apbarlatus 

wherein said means for jietJehnining a 

a reference data nn^morj 

theoretical change in t?ie 

predetermined range, 

preliminarily set gap vfelue^; and 

gap value comparison ki^d determi|iation 

determining gap values bf |a| plurality 

on the changes in the i!ite!n^ity the 

theoretical changes in -he intensity, 

29. A gap measuring apparatus according 

wherein said means for ^etjsrmining thje 

means for obtaining a pjlurality 

in the intensity of the!images, over 

wavelength range; and m^an^ for 

plurality of points of the 

wavelengths respectiveljf cbfrespondinlg 

- 51 - 

cleteimining the 

30. A gap measuring ap^ar^t^us accordjing 

wherein said means for 

means for obtaininc 

in the intensity of the 

wavelength range; and mians 

plurality of points of tihe 

a 

im 

to claim 14, 

gap value includes: 

data representing a 

f the images, over said 

to each of 

means for 

of points of gap based 

images and the 

gap based 

pjlurality 

es, over 

for 

based c ap 

to claim 12, 

gap values includes; 

of peaks in said change 

the predetermined 

gap values of a 

on a plurality of 

to the peaks. 

calculating 

to claim 13, 

gap values includes: 

of peaks in said change 

the predetermined 

gap values of a 

on a plurality of 

calculating 
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wavelengths respectivel| co::responding to the peaks 

31.   A gap measuring apDarai:us according to claim 14, 

wherein said means for 

means for obtaininc 

in the intensity of the 

wavelength range; and mfeans 

plurality of points of ::he 

wavelengths respectiveli^ cojrresponding to the peaks 

32.   A gap measuring ap|aral[: 

further comprises corre 

in the intensity of the 

consideration of variab 

iete::mining the gap values includes: 

jjlurality 3f peaks in said change 

the predetermined matjes, over 

for calculating gap values of a 

i:;tibn 

imlacf 

33-    A gap measuring a 

further comprises corre^ 

in the intensity of the 

consideration of variab 

<jap based 

■ie fcictors, 

34.   A gap measuring ap]>arpl[us accord 

further comprises corretjtion 

in the intensity of the|images taken 

consideration of variable iEdctors, 

on a plurality of 

us acco 

means 

es taken 

for 

factors. 

pparai.us acco 

tiprli means 

un^^es taken 

rding to claim 12, which 

correcting the change 

by the earnera, in 

rdting to claim 13, which 

folr correcting the change 

by the camera, in 

ing to claim 14, which 

means for correcting the change 

3y the camera, in 
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wherein said means for 

a reference data m 

theoretical change in t;lie 

- 53 " 

predetermined range, co [:res])ondingly 

preliminarily set gap vUues; and 

gap value comparison i^d determijriat 

determining gap values bf a 

based on the changes in 

theoretical changes in 

36. A shape measuring 

wherein said means for 

a reference data 

theoretical change in 

predetermined range^ co 

preliminarily set gap 

gap value comparis 

determining gap values 

based on the changes in 

theoretical changes in 

m€^mo::5 

tie 

37.   A shape measuring ippkiatus accotding 

wherein said means for 

a reference data 

plurality 

injtinsity of 

:.ntensity he 

35.   A shape measuring :appja::atus according to claim 19, 

value includes: 

data representing a 

the images, over said 

each of 

3ete::mining a 

imory for 

iiitensity o 

gap 

storing 

to 

ppiajratus 

etp:pnining a 

for 

to claim 20, 

gap value includes: 

data representing a 

ii^tensity o[f the images, over said 

to each of 

infccins 

he 

mGmoiry 

ion means for 

of points of the gap 

the images and the 

according 

storLng 

plurality 

ity of 

ntensity 

respondingly 

values;; and 

n ^inld determination means for 

of points of the gap 

the images and the 

to claim 21, 

(iet^:^mining a gap value includes: 

for storfng data representing a 
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theoretical change in t 

predetermined range, co 

preliiainarily set gap 

gap value compariscn 

determining gap values 

based on the changes in 

theoretical changes in 

intensity 

respondingly 

vulue^: and 

- 54 - 

of a 

aqd determination means for 

of points of the gap 

the images and the 

plurality 

internsity of! 
1 

Intensity! • ilhe 

a plurality^ 

imac es 

38. A shape measuring Apparatus acCjO[rd 

wherein said means for < etei^ining tlh 

means for obtaininc 

in the intensity of the 

wavelength range; and m|ans 

plurality of the gap ba 

respectively correspond:! 

39- A shape measuring 

wherein said means for 

means for obtaininc 

in the intensity of the 

wavelength range; and 

plurality of the gap ba 

respectively correspond 

40,   A shape measuring c 

c eteimining th 

ed 

ng 

meia 

a 

ima 

ns 

ed 

ng 

, over: 
i i 

for calculat 

c n 

to 

pluriality a 

the pe|aks 
i 

c es, over 

for calcuL 

to the pea 

f the images, over said 

to each of 

ing to claim 19, 

e gap values includes: 

(5f peaks in said change 

the predetermined 

ing gap values of a 

of wavelengths 

ppa4atus accprding to claim 20, 

2 gap values includes: 

pp.urality! (J)f peaks in said change 

the predetermined 

ating gap values of a 

c^n a pluriajLity of wavelengths 

cs. 

pparatus according to claim 21, 
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m 

13 

m: 

l4 

- 55 " 

wherein said means for J 

means for obtaining[ a 

in the intensity of the 

wavelength range; and m^ans 

plurality of the gap ba 

respectively corresponding to the peaks. 

41.   A shape measuring 

which further comprises 

change in the intensity 

in consideration of var 

iippa|-atus acco[rding to claim 19, 

correction means for correcting the 

Labln 

apparatus acco 

cori:ection 

42-   A shape measuring 

which further comprises 

change in the intensity 

in consideration of variable factors 

43.   A shape measuring 

which further comprises 

change in the intensity 

in consideration of var 

plurality 

ima(}es, over 

of the images 

of t:he images 

pparatus according to claim 21, 

correction m|eans for correcting the 

of 

44.   A manufacturing mefhod 

which a gap between two 

crystal and sealed, wherein 

ete:jnnining t|hfe gap values includes: 

of peaks in said change 

the predetermined 

for calciulating gap values of a 
I i 

5ed (in a plurality of wavelengths 

factors. 

I 
tfhe imagejs 

taken by the camera. 

rding to claim 20, 

for correcting the 

taken by the camera. 

mejans 
i 

abl€! factors 

for a li 

subs trates 

giiid 

taken by the camera. 

crystal device, in 

filled with liquid 

gap valuefe of a plurality of 

! 
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poxnts of the gap is 

measuring, apparatus acc 

liquid crystal is injecl 

are within a prescribed! 

me asured by uti 

brdijig to cl 

:ed Into said 

ran(je 

:hod for a liqluid 

subistrates 
! 

gap value's 

45.   A manufacturing me 

which a gap between two 

crystal and sealed, wherein 

points of the gap is metsur^d by utllli 

measuring apparatus acc irdiug to cl^im 

liquid crystal is injec 

are within a prescribed 

46. A manufacturing me 

which a gap between two 

crystal and sealed, whe 

points of the gap is me^s 

measuring apparatus acci) 

liquid crystal is injec 

are within a prescribed 

!^ 56 - 

em 

iili iizing said gap 

im 12, and wherein 

Igap when the gap values 

ed into sa 

range 

i 

hod 

subsitrates is 

Lues gap val 

ur^d by ut 

rding to cla(ik 
j 

ed into saidj 

ran|e. | 

crystal device, in 

filled with liquid 

of a plurality of 

izing said gap 

13, and wherein 

igap when the gap values 

for a lic^uid crystal device, in 

filled with liquid 

of a plurality of 

said gap 

14, and wherein 

^ap when the gap values 

i'lizing 


